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This day trip from Amsterdam takes you on a whirlwind tour through Belgium’s two largest cities, Antwerp and Brussels.
Experience beer, chocolate, diamonds and art, and learn about all-things Belgian from an informative guide. Enjoy walking
tours of both cities and get dazzled by the stones at an Antwerp diamond factory. Snap a photo of the impish Manneken Pis
in Brussels, admire the gothic Cathedral of Our Lady in Antwerp and pick up delicious Belgian chocolates before returning to
Amsterdam.

Highlights
Visit the Belgian cities of Antwerp and Brussels on a day trip from Amsterdam
Explore an Antwerp diamond factory with a knowledgeable guide
Tour Brussels and admire the Royal Palace of Belgium and the Manneken Pis statue
Make the most of free time in Brussels to shop for Belgian chocolate and beer

Why Our Insiders Chose This Tour

Brussels and Antwerp Day Trip from Amsterdam
 292 Reviews

Tour code: 2550LIN6

Location: Amsterdam, Netherlands
Duration: 11 hours 30 minutes (approx.)
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Antwerp, Belgium 

Customer Reviews See all reviews

Use your free time in Brussels to visit Grand Place, a strikingly beautiful medieval square. Beauty aside, the site is also home
to a chocolate museum — handy if you need inspiration for goodies to take home.

What You Can Expect
Belgium has something of interest for every visitor, be it beer, chocolate, diamonds or art.
Board a comfortable coach in central Amsterdam and travel with your knowledgeable
guide to a diamond factory in Antwerp, where you’ll learn about the city’s diamond
heritage. 

Then, during a 30-minute walking tour, discover architectural wonders in the small city of
Antwerp. Check out Market Square and admire the Cathedral of Our Lady, a Belgium’s
largest gothic church. Pass by Rubens House and learn about Pieter Paul Rubens, a
renowned baroque artist. 

Next, continue to Brussels and get to know the Belgian capital on a 45-minute walking
tour. See the Royal Palace of Belgium, the European Commission buildings and the
Grave of the Unknown Soldier. Of course, you must take a photo of the bronze Manneken
Pis statue, who is dressed in luxurious suits occasionally throughout the year. 

Having covered the highlights, enjoy over two hours of free time to wander Brussels on
your own. Grab lunch, treat yourself to some of Belgium’s famous chocolate and beer or
pick up souvenirs. (Food, drinks and any admission fees are at your own expense.) 

Regroup with your guide at the designated time and relax as your coach transports you back to central Amsterdam, where
your tour ends in the evening.
View additional info
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Amazing! Highly recommended.
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Amazing! Highly recommended.

Joy H
November 2017

I love this trip.Thumbs up!
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